
W-4 ACTIVITY
Subject: Tax Forms
Grade Level: High School - College
Time: 20 minutes
Materials: One copy of the W-4 activity per student or group

PREPARATION 
Print all copies before the activity begins. You may want to project the W-4 document to help with instructions.

1. Start by passing out the W-4 form. Have students read through the description of Zappo Kazapo. Using this 
information, they should fill out the “Personal Allowances Worksheet” section on the W-4, as well as the bottom 
section. They do not need to fill in the boxes filled with x’s. As students are working, walk around the room and 
check for understanding.

Common Student Misconceptions:

 • Line A: Many students forget to put a 1 for themselves (or Zappo in this scenario).
 • Line C: States that you may choose to enter 0 and have a working spouse. Since Zappo’s spouse stays  
     at home, they should enter 1 for this line.
 • Line E: Many students will enter a 1 for head of household. This is incorrect because the definition at  
     the top of the page for head of household specifically says that a person must be unmarried. 
 • Line G: This is the trickiest part of the activity. Students must read very carefully. It states, if your total  
     income will be less than $70,000, which it is, enter 2 for EACH eligible child. This gives us 2 kids x 2 for  
     each child which equals 4. Then it says “less 1” which means subtract 1 if you have two to four eligible  
     children. This gives us 4 - 1 = 3.

2. Once students have had enough time to fill out the W-4, ask the class how many allowances they think Zappo 
should take. You will probably get a wide range of answers. Go through the “Personal Allowance Worksheet” sec-
tion of the W-4, line by line, using the key on page 3. Clear up any misconceptions.

3. Close by emphasizing the importance of filling out the correct amount of allowances on your W-4. If you claim 
too many, you will end up paying during tax time. If you take too few, then you are not receiving as much as you 
should be in your paychecks. Ideally, you should get very little back in your tax return if you selected the correct 
amount of allowances on your W-4.

INSTRUCTIONS

For other great tax resources, including our full Taxes class, please visit www.roguecu.org/learn. 

Background Knowledge: Should have a basic understanding of what taxes are, tax allowances, deductions 
and credits.
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